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Chapter XXXIII. The press-gangs : Alost.

He came with the story of Alost. There the
men "capable of bearing arms" — nothing was said
there about chômeurs — were summoned by
affiche on Thursday, October 12, to present
themselves the following day. About seventeen
hundred men, between the ages of eighteen and
thirty-five, were assembled. They were examined
by the Germans precisely as slaves would be
examined in the slave mart, their muscles pinched
and tested, and about four hundred who appeared
physically unfit were thus eliminated. The
remaining thirteen hundred were locked up at
Alost, and a second examination eliminated about
three hundred more. The thousand who remained
were imprisoned and the military authorities by
force compelled the Burgomaster to announce to
them that they need not fear, that they would be
utilized only for work on the railways. The men
were then released and told to appear on the 16th,
bringing certain clothes and effects.

However, on the following Monday, the 16th,
instead of the thousand less than six hundred
appeared. Of these the married men were
released, and the remaining, about four hundred,



were given a paper to sign. The paper was in
German, and the military refused to translate it or
to explain its contents. The men, all of them,
refused to sign, and were again locked up. What
happened after that the man did not know, but two
trains filled with young men went away, and the
young men were singing "La Brabançonne" and
"De Leeuw van Vlaanderen".

Later we learned of their fate. The men
seized at Alost were not deported to Germany, but
were taken to France in the région of the Somme,
a few hours from the firing-line. There they were
set to work making a grade for a railroad line ; at
night they were locked up in an unused factory
building and as they were given little to eat the
French used to come and throw bits of food over
the walls for the Belgians. Some of the French
were punished for this charity by fines of from
twenty to fifty marks, and afterward they would
place food on the side of the road along which the
prisoners were led when they went to their work.
Despite the prohibition of the military authorities
the French continued to help the Belgians in many
ways, and it was due to their efforts that two young
men from Alost, brothers, twenty and twenty-two
years of age, were able to escape, and, making
their way on foot, at last to reach Brussels. They,
had made their escape one day when aviators
came to throw bombs on the railway line they were
building ; the German guards ran to cover, and the



two Belgian boys seized the moment to flee. They
wore, like all the other enslaved Belgians, yellow
brassards to distinguish them from the French,
who wore red brassards, but some French men
gave them red brassards, and with these to avert
suspicion they escaped, lay in hiding all day and at
night set forth on foot. They reached Brussels, as I
have said, and finally got back to Alost. They said
that when they were first seized they were asked to
sign contracts to work, which they refused to do.
They were deprived of their food but would not
yield ; then they were beaten until they were black
and blue all over, but they never signed the
contracts. The Germans tried to force one Belgian
of their party, who had refused to work, to take up
a pick ; they tied his hands to the implement, but
he said though they cut his hands off he would
never yield. This man had been so brutally treated
that the two boys thought he would never live to
see Belgium again. The Germans in speaking of
the Belgians called them Banditen or schlechtes
Volk.

The paper the men had been asked to sign
was, no doubt, an agreement to labour that would
invest the transaction with the innocent and legal
aspect of a voluntary contract of employment. The
Germans laid great stress on this contract in the
earlier days of the press ; they sought by threats,
by cuffs, and blows of gun stocks, to force the men
to sign it, and frequently tried hunger — indeed, did



starve some of the men into signing it — and
exhibited the contracts afterward as proof of the
Belgian willingness to work. But later this effort to
make the transaction appear normal and legal was
abandoned, and the "contracts" were heard of no
more.
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